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Would not let it be.      F G  
Their bullets gave us LBJ,                  Am  
And war by fabrication     F  G  
By their killing JFK      Am  
We got escalation.     F  G  
That’s why they did it.     Am  
That was the plan:      F  G  
Two bullets in JFK      Am  
Killed two million in Vietnam.   F  G  
Fifty thousand soldiers died    Am  
In the CIA’s war.   F  G  
Twice that number of suicides,    Am  
It’s time we settled a score.    F  G  
The CIA and corporate media  Am  
Together in bed they lay.    F  G  
Mostly hype and propaganda.  Am  
Can’t believe a word they say.   F  G  
  
Magic bullet is a lie!                         Am   
Single gunman is a lie!     F  G 
After the Bay of Pigs      Am  
Jack purged the CIA     F  G  
But he did not purge enough    Am  
‘Cause they blew him away.    F  G  
Today the drones of the CIA    Am  
Are making enemies galore.    F  G  
If JFK had his way      Am  
We would not have endless war.   F  G  
Every president since ’63    Am  
Saw the writing on the wall.    F  G  
They either came from the Agency  Am  
Or otherwise they played ball.    F  G  
It’s time for us to pay our dues.   Am  
We can stop the corporate brass:  F G  
They lie for war but we can choose,  Am  
To make them face the peoples’ wrath.   F G  
 Magic bullet is a lie!                         Am   
Single gunman is a lie!       F  G     
Lyrics, footnote links and video at: www.freefromterror.net  
http://youtu.be/ZOacom5Yjds 
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JFK Assassination Song: Magic Bullet is a Lie!  
  
By Richard J. Ochs  
(Sung to ALL ALONG THE WATCHTOWER by Dylan)  
  
Failure at the Bay of Pigs       chords: Am  
In 1961          F G  
Was blamed on JFK                            Am  
By right wing sons’a guns.             F G  
So the Joint Chiefs and CIA               Am  
In the following year                           F G  
Proposed to kill Americans              Am  
To instigate our fear,                           F G  
Then blame it on Castro                      Am  
To invade Cuba again,                        F G  
But JFK said no way Jose’ (hozay)    Am  
And nixed the Northwoods plan.        F G 
 
A false flag conspiracy   Am 
An inside job crime  F G 
To kill us and blame others Am 
Now in the pipeline.  F G 
  
The Cuban missile crisis  Am 
Was in ’62      F G 
Lemay wanted World War Three  Am 
But Jack said “That won’t do.”   F G 
Instead he said to Khrushchev  Am 
“Let’s wind down the Cold War”  F G 
So the Military Complex Am 
Showed JFK the door.  F G
J. Edgar’s FBI     Am 
With scant investigation   F  G 
Denied bullets did fly    Am 
From a different location.  F  G 
Magic bullet is a lie!                       Am  
Single gunman is a lie!                   F G  
He vowed to exit Vietnam  Am  
In 1963             F G  
But war criminals with napalm        Am    
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Trouble in the Rubble (Strange White-Hot Debris) 
 
               C                                          F                           C             G 
Well, the story in the paper ‘bout the rescue dogs at the 9/11 tragedy 
              C                                               F                             C                    G               C 
 Said the dogs were’nt suffering like the humans were from diggin’ in the dangerous debris 
 
    C                                   F                                C                           G 
Asbestos in the air! Toxic powder everywhere! All around the WTC! 
        C                                         F                    C                  G       C 
And though the EPA said it was all ok.  It was later proved not to be! 
 
Sing along on the Chorus! 
 
There was trouble in the rubble of the WTC! There was danger that they could not see! 
Asbestos in the air! Toxic powder everywhere! And a strange “white-hot debris”! 
There was trouble in the rubble of the WTC!  Pools of molten steel burned brilliantly! 
And in the news we learned that the doggies’ feet were burned by astrange “white-hot 
debris”! 
 
Now, many months have passed since the data was amassed to document disturbingly! 
That many lung and brain killing ailments came, compounding the initial tragedy! 
While humans worked for months at the crime scene site, the dogs were mostly there for days 
But all of them dug in the Deadly Dust, and breathed in the Toxic Haze! 
 
(chorus) 
 
Well, the workers searched the “Ground Zero” ruins in vain, responding unselfishly! 
Yes, at first they found a few, then for months found no one new, in the depths of the WTC 
Well, the workers didn’t know that in the rubble down below, The Truth was Burning 
Secretly! 
There was no one left alive cause no one could survive that strange “white-hot debris! 
 
(chorus) 
 
Now, many good firemen, and rescue workers too, are dead and gone before their time. 
And many unanswered questions challenge you about this terrible crime. 
But One of those Burning Questions ought to be Answered rather easily! 
It’s the one that explains scientifically that strange “white-hot debris”! 
 
(chorus) 
 
Now, Someone sent the Firemen up the Towers that day to put the “Jet Fuel Fires” out! 
And Someone sent the Rescue and Removal Workers in… Of that, there is no doubt! 
And Jet Fuel isn’t known to melt steel beams away… It hasn’t got a history! 
But demolition charges make vacuums that a’way… And that’s no mystery! 
(chorus) 
 
Copyright Nov. 16, 2006 Victor Rene Sadot / BMI / Orbian Love Music 
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Nine Eleven Some Luck 
(Played to the Irish ballad “Whiskey in the Jar” AKA “Kilgary Mountain”) 
by Richard Ochs  Chords: C  Am  F  C  Am, cho: G7  C  F  C G7  C 

I’ll tell you a story  of Larry Silverstein 
Who owned a World Trade tower  blown to smithereens. 
Before the hit, bound to pay  500 million dollars 
To remove asbestos,  from the World Trade towers. 

CHO. #1: Wasn’t it ironic?  Wasn’t it sublime? 
Down came the towers  in the nick of time. 

Insurance paid to Larry 6 billion bucks! 
Asbestos killed responders.  Now that really sucks! 
Building 7 is a clue  of illicit gain, 
Coming down at free-fall speed  and not hit by a plane. 

CHO. #1 

Before 9/11,  in Washington too 
Lots of money missing is another clue. 
Management and Budget told the Pentagon 
Account for 2 trillion  of their money gone. 

CHO. #2: Something smelled fishy.  Something smelled rotten. 
Before 9/11,  money ill begotten. 

Not a person said  where the money went 
It was not in the bank.   It wasn’t even spent. 
Two trillion dollars!  into thin air. 
Does anybody know?   Does anybody care? 

CHO. #2 

Army records placed  for investigation 
In the Pentagon’s  west side location. 
In his east side office   where the big brass meet. 
Donald Rumsfeld was the boss,  feeling lots of heat 
 
CHO. #3: Was it ironic?   Or was it disgrace? 
                          Something hit the Pentagon  in perfect time and place. 

Lucky Rumsy, lucky Larry,  one September day, 
Had financial troubles   quickly blown away. 
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Tell Dick Cheney that he is going to jail! 
Just like a mob of murdering mafia gangsters! 
Cheney’s going to jail! 
 
(7) Tell George Bush that justice will prevail! 
Tell George Bush that justice will prevail! 
Just like corrupt and craven corporate criminals! 
Put George Bush in jail! (CHORUS #3) 
 
(8) Tell the whole world that torture will be stopped! 
Tell the whole world that torture will be stopped! 
Just like the wars they wage for corporate empire! 
Torture will be stopped!  (END here, or do one more chorus) 
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Tell John Yoo That Torture Is A Crime 
 
This song is a 2009 lyrical update of “We Shall Not Be Moved” by Vic Sadot for 
the torture accountability movement in California where Yoo is a Constitutional 
Law professor at UC Berkeley. He took a leave from teaching during the Bush-
Cheney administration where he became infamous for writing legal briefs justifying 
the use of torture and claims for dictatorial powers for the Presidency. 
 
     G                           D 
(1) Tell John Yoo that torture is a crime 
                              G 
Tell John Yoo that torture is a crime 
                    C                                   G 
Just like the lies that led to war and slaughter 
G         D    G        G 
Torture is a crime 
 
CHORUS #1: (Here & then after every 3 verses) 
We shall not! We shall not be moved! 
We shall not! We shall not be moved! 
Just like a tree that’s standing by the water! 
We shall not be moved! 
 
(2) Tell John Yoo that he shall be removed! 
Tell John Yoo that he shall be removed! 
Just like pollution dumped into our rivers! 
He shall be removed! 
 
(3) Tell DOJ to look into these crimes! 
Tell DOJ to look into these crimes! 
Just like the laws you require you to do!  
Look into these crimes! 
 
(4) Tell Eric Holder to prosecute John Yoo! 
Tell Eric Holder to prosecute John Yoo! 
Just like the Nazis in the Nuremberg trial! 
Prosecute John Yoo!  (CHORUS #2) 
 
(5) Tell Obama justice must prevail! 
Tell Obama justice must prevail! 
Just like the truth that’s marching ever onward! 
Put John Yoo in jail! 
 
(6) Tell Dick Cheney that he is going to jail! 
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Who wants to know?   Who wants to care? 
Follow the money  to this lucky pair! 

CHO. #3 

All complicit persons got money and promotions 
All whistle blowers got fired or demotions 
We got endless wars for oil bringing on fascism 
Did Larry say “pull it” for controlled demolition? 
 
CHO. #4: It smells like treason.  It smells very rotten. 
Lots of hush money apparently forgotten. (repeat) 
 

Anthrax Attack   -----  by Richard Ochs                         

After the towers fell, Chords: Am           
Anthrax was in the mail. C  Em 
Letters full of hate  Am 
Saying Allah is great.   F  E 
Saying Allah is great.  G  F  E 

Horrified to the core,  Am 
The country moved toward war. C  Em 
The Patriot Act was passed. Am 
By Congress very fast.  F  E 
By Congress very fast.  G  F  E 

Science since found out  Am 
The anthrax used, no doubt C  Em 
Was from a protected source. Am 
An Army contractor source F  E 
An inside job, of course. G  F  E 

The FBI blamed a dead man. Am 
His co-workers say that’s a sham. C  Em 
The killers are still on the lam Am 
And are free to strike again. F  E 
Are free to strike again.  G  F  E 
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A false flag conspiracy,  Am 
An inside job ruse,  C  Em 
Corporate media complicity Am 
CIA controls the news  F  E 
While brainwashed people snooze. G  F  E 

U.S. wars for oil  Am 
In perpetuity   C  Em 
Henceforth based on those  Am 
Days of infamy.   F  E 
Days of infamy.   G  F  E 
Letters full of hate,   G  F  E 
From an Army lab,   G  F  E 
With high technology,  G  F  E 
Truth shall set us free!  G  F  E 

Surprise Attack Was a Lie  
FALSE U.S. WAR PRETEXTS and 9/11 IN VERSE 

by Richard Ochs, Baltimore 6/9/14 
Historical documentation at: www.freefromterror.net 

Dig it! Our War of 1812    
Was started by Yankees, truth to tell,  
Who invaded Canada; the Brits rebound  
And burned the White House to the ground.  
 “Second War of Independence?”   
Not! That’s a load of rot!    
Patriotic propaganda, national pride   
Based on a pack of lies.    
      
To carve up Mexico,         
There our troops did go.           
Where they died. Their battle cry:       
“Remember the Alamo!”      
The truth they did not show.        
Where was Alamo?                     
Scheming liars, now we know.   
It was in Mexico.                        
      
Surprise attack was a lie!               
The bosses knew what was due   
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The crew that runs the White House… They’ve got this dread disease! 
You can see it in the madness of their greedy policies! 
“Mad Cowboy” is contagious, but there are immunities…  
One of them’s as simple as turning off TV’s…  
And talkin’ with your neighbors in your communities…  
There’s really only one cure for Mad Cowboy Disease!  (chorus) Instrumental 
 
There are no easy answers, no simple remedies…  
To something as deranging as Mad Cowboy Disease 
You’ll notice that they’re vicious… outing names like like rabid dogs! 
Turnin’ on their own when they speak truth to power hogs…  
Mad Cowboys lust for violence and killing like a fiend 
They’re very “anti-social”… They should be quarantined! 
But we should be “compassionate”… give them some place to go… 
Perhaps a ranch in Texas if its walled around you know!  (chorus) 
 
Last line in last chorus mocks Richard Pearl’s book title: And put “An End To Evil” 
Mad Cowboy Disease! 
 
Copyright Jan. 10, 2004 Vic Sadot/BMI/Orbian Love Songs 
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Mad Cowboy Disease 
 
This song came from the 2003 Anti-War March in DC at which a protestor was 
carrying a sign that said, “There is a cure for Mad Cowboy Disease”. 
 
        Am                       C                    D                    F 
You know its kind o’ Sci-Fi what’s happenin’ today 
    Am               C              E              E 
A Zombie epidemic has hit the USA 
        Am                           C                  D                         F 
You get it through your TV… Listen well, I’ll tell you how 
   Am                          C                     E                E7 
It attacks you in the brain like contaminated cow! 
It’s just like in the movie, “Night of the Living Dead” 
One day when you wake up… You’re cracked up in the head! 
It happens when you fall asleep in front of your TV’s 
And when you start believin’ bull, you’ve got Mad Cowboy Disease! 
 
Chorus: 
Mad Cowboy Disease!  Mad Cowboy Disease! 
You won’t find them funny when they go on killin’ sprees 
Mad Cowboy Disease!  Mad Cowboy Disease! 
Please put ‘em all in padded cells, and throw away the keys! 
 
The symptoms of “Mad Cowboy” can lead to travesties 
Like lying just to justify bombing who you please 
“Mad Cowboy” can be fatal… It can make you paranoid 
It can make you maladjusted, a person  to avoid! 
You rave against the “terrorists”… Then you murder like they do! 
You even claim the peace-niks are terrorizing you! 
Your old friends and allies, you see as enemies 
It’s mighty freakin’ dangerous, Mad Cowboy Disease!  (chorus) Instrumental 
 
We don’t know how they caught it, but we have some theories… 
On how they got infected with Mad Cowboy Disease 
It happened very early on… when they first occupied…  
Positions in the government… and from the first they lied! 
It must have been the dinner of the Inauguration Ball 
They must have had some “mad cow” on the menu after all…  
It might have been the burgers or the fine filet mignon…  
But there ain’t no doubt about it, you can see their minds are gone!  (chorus) 
 
Come gather round, good people, we need to find the cure 
It’s such a nasty problem… It’s one we can’t ignore 
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In spite of those who died.           
 
The U.S. stole some colonies 
In 1898 
By sinking Spanish ships, 
Their trade to dominate. 
When the U.S. battleship Maine  
Was bombed and blamed on Spain.  
No proof explained, but lots to gain:  
Guam and Philippines,   
Puerto Rico, Cuba too    
Were gobbled up right on cue.  
Their independence drowned in blood.    
Their workers ripped off in the mud. 
      
Germans tried to emulate             
Our thefts of 1898. 
British Empire with colonies 
Attacked by Germans on high seas. 
Capitalism’s rivalries 
Caused World War One say histories. 
American people did not want war, 
So bosses tricked us as before. 
Warnings from the battle zone 
Of German U-boats was well known. 
But the Lusitania ship was sent 
Into danger with cruel intent. 
With civilian passengers aboard 
And hidden weapons stowed and stored 
At the time we could not see 
Our broken treaty of neutrality. 
Avenging deaths meant more recruits. 
Two million Yankees put on their boots. 
 
Surprise attack was a lie.               
The bosses knew what was due,    
But not you and I and not those who die.                   
They made it happen or let it happen 
on purpose, Criminal deception on purpose. 
      
Germans failed to replicate 
Our thefts of 1898. 
Yankees helped the Brit’s empire 
Set reparations very dire, 
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Resulting in a Nazi coup, 
Thus World War One caused World War Two. 
      
One Korea, split in a rift,        
It was nineteen fifty, June twenty fifth.  
Both sides claimed the other shot first. 
In provocation, the South was worse. 
That dictator, Syngman Rhee,  
The U.S. puppet designee, 
Bragged that he planned to invade, 
Was first to the line and there he stayed. 
Clear to those with opened eyes: 
With all guns aimed, ‘twas no surprise. 
  
Surprise attack was a lie.               
The bosses knew what was due,    
But not you and I                           
And not those who die.                   
They made it happen or let it happen 
on purpose, Criminal deception on purpose. 
  
Vietnam started with a sham.           
A whole generation butchered and damned.        
MacNamara did repent.                           
For two million lives he wrongly spent.            
The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution    
Was a problem, not a solution.          
Based on a lie. There was no attack     
On a U.S. destroyer. That’s a fact.       
 
Surprise attack was a lie.               
The bosses knew what was due,    
But not you and I and not those who die.                   
      
Reagan lied to Congress in 1983 
To attack Nicaragua with illegality  
When Ollie North sold guns  
To Iran and sent the funds 
To the Contra terror plan 
For Sandinista land. 
      
Bait and switch was the trick                               
To start the first Gulf war. 
Google and see April Glaspie,  
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Intel agents, FBI guys…. Blocked by “moles” up at the top 
Was Building 7 the command post for a New York “false flag” op? 
No plane hit it, but it imploded… Give that crime scene to a cop!  (chorus) 
 
Fast-track visas, Arab “assets”… Soon they’re “patsies” in the plot 
“Able Danger” named some culprits… Told: “Back off from what you got! 
Don’t you spoil our wars for oil… domination through “puppets”… 
You’ve got family. Keep your mouth shut! Don’t mess with our “state secrets”!   
 
Was it “blowback” at the Empire? Was it “treason” from inside? 
What else perished in those fires? Was it “our right to decide”? 
Is that key probe going nowhere into Army anthrax spores? 
Surely Congress should be knowing as a target of these wars!  (chorus) 
 
Copyright August 1, 2006 Victor Rene Sadot/BMI/Orbian Love Music 
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Blowback or Bloody Treason 
 
The song came from reading Michael Ruppert’s “Crossing the Rubicon”. 
 
               Em                   
Well, the day was nine-eleven in the year two thousand-one 
                Em                                        Am          Em 
That’s the day the “war on terror” was officially begun 
             Em                            
When 2 planes took down 3 buildings in a scene of “Shock & Awe” 
                   Em                                               Am                          Em  
Before they hauled away the rubble, it was a crime scene for the law! 
 
Chorus: 
                     Em                              
Who had the means? Who had the motive?  Who could do this crime and live? 
                     Em                                Am                 Em 
Who had the opportunity? Who benefits to what degree? 
                  Em                       
We need a great detective’s logic!   Forensic facts and laws of physics… 
                                                                                         Am                   Em 
Not “leaps of faith”… Just “steps to reason”!  Was it blowback or bloody treason! 
                  B7                          Em   
Was it blowback…   or bloody treason? 
 
 
The Towers fell into their footprints… Didn’t fall sideways at all… 
It only took about 10 seconds… What explains that fast free-fall? 
Only explosive demolitions causing vacuums in the core! 
Turning most things into powder… molten steel for weeks or more!   
 
The Pentagon was hit by something. Surveillance photos weren’t released… 
Our military, they did nothing!  Did not defend the now deceased! 
Rice and Myers got promoted for failing at this crisis time 
To pre-planned wars they were devoted and the pretext was this crime!  (chorus) 
 
Instrumental verse 
 
Across the fields of Pennsylvania “crashed” Flight UA 93 
Ask your media to “explain to ya” the 8 mile scattering of debris 
Show us proof and show us photos! We might buy your alibis… 
Or did your “war games” led by Cheney all go “live” behind your lies?   
 
There were warnings, whistle-blowers… And they tried to make it stop! 
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The U.S. ambassador, 
Who told Saddam it’s OK to bomb 
Kuwait to settle a score. 
 
Surprise attack was a lie.               
The bosses knew what was due,    
But not you and I and not those who die.                   
They made it happen or let it happen 
on purpose, Criminal deception on purpose. 
 
              
Google “oil Afghanistan” 
That will show our invasion was planned    
Before Nine Eleven, pipelines to lay  
And a greedy reason there to stay. 
Was Nine Eleven an inside job? 
Stampeding war, peak oil to rob.  
When we look for whom to blame, 
Suspect the ones who hope to gain 
Google for yourself and see  
A New Pearl Harbor was the key               
For U.S. oil supremacy.                                     
So says New American Century.      
Sibel Edmonds of the FBI          
Said that Condoleeza lied                 
When asked if they knew 
Hijacked plane attacks were due. 
There were many people who 
Gave warnings of attack.  
Whistle blowers told us 
Of plans to blame Iraq. 
As detectives often do, 
Muslims were entrapped.  
Their entry visas were waived. 
We know that is a fact.  

Allowed to fly by the FBI,  
In flight school they were tracked. 
So says agent Coleen Rowley  
Who was told to shut her trap. 
Allowed to plane and take the blame, 
Were patsies hijacked 
By remote controlled aircraft?  
That is technically a snap. 
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 War games planned for that day 
Let Cheney have his way.  
Overridden brass did yield, 
With interceptors far afield. 
Rejecting blame for all the dead, 
Condi, Bush and Cheney said: 
“No one really could’ve known 
That missile planes would’ve flown.” 
But Richard Cheney (NRO.) planned some drills    
For that day of woe    
With errant aircraft scenarios,                   
The White House had to know.! 
 
Surprise attack was a lie.               
The bosses knew what was due,    
But not you and I and not those who die. 
They made it happen or let it happen 
on purpose, Criminal deception on purpose. 
U.S. oil wars in perpetuity 
Based on that day of infamy.                
After the towers fell,         
Anthrax was in the mail. 
Along with the letters sent 
A phony jihad epithet.  
Horrified to the core, 
The country moved toward war. 
With Congress out, the die was cast: 
The Patriot Act was passed. 
Detectives since found out 
The anthrax used, no doubt 
Was from a domestic source.  
An inside job, of course. 
The FBI blamed a dead man. 
His co-workers say that’s a sham.  
The killers are still on the lam 
And are free to strike again. 
If that does take place, 
To more war we may race. 
Repeating history again and again 
And again, and again, to the end. 
A false flag lie!                              
The bosses knew what was due,    
But not you and I and not those who die. 
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He testified to the 9-11 Commission 
On the truth he would not compromise… 
Then his story, like others, went the way of omission 
Cause it contradicted the lies   (Instrumental) 
 
It was a terrible nine-eleven morning! 
Now everyone remembers that date! 
World Trade Center worker, William Rodriguez  
Was lucky to be coming in late … 
If he’d come in on time, he’d ‘a been on the top floors 
He’d not have known of explosions below!  
He was lucky to survive those demolition bombings… 
That murdered three thousand or so… 
 
© 2005 Victor Rene Sadot/Orbian Love Music/BMI 
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The Ballad of William Rodriguez 
 
The song was suggested by David Slesinger who arranged for an  
interview with William Rodriguez by Vic Sadot in 2005. 
 
             G            D                G             G 
It was a beautiful September morning! 
        C                                       G  
Now everyone remembers that date! 
           C                                G               Em 
World Trade Center worker, William Rodriguez  
        G                D             G     G 
Was lucky to be coming in late … 
        C                                G  
He’d been clockin’ in to his janitor job 
      C                                           G 
For twenty long years, don’t you know… 
        C                             G                  Em 
He’d even survived the ’93 basement bombing… 
        G          D                   G        G 
That injured a thousand or so… 
  
As he walked into the Maintenance Office 
Right down there on sub-level one 
His buddy Felipe stormed in the room screamin’ 
In panic and pain he did run 
When a fiery blast from the elevator shaft 
Burned the skin off his face and his arms 
Felipe was screamin’ “Explosion! Explosion!” 
Then came the sound of alarms!   (Instrumental) 
 
The building was shaking and groaning 
From below them they heard a great roar 
Then above came the crash of a jet plane exploding 
While below was still “rattling the floor” 
So Willie led Felipe out before the tower fell…  
Went back down and rescued some more… 
Then he went in again and he ran up the stairwell… 
Heard a series of blasts in the core… 
 
Saving lives made him a “Ground Zero” hero 
He was praised for his bravery 
NBC sent a film crew to his home for an interview 
But they didn’t put his story on TV 
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Conniving corporate hawks 
Flaunting money that talks 
Tricked us into foreign wars 
By concocting shocks. 
Like shocking the flock with a chopping block 
To start the second Gulf War, 
They hacked the facts to attack Iraq 
And lied about why for. 
They did not see WMD 
Or weapons of massive gore  
Seven million Iraqis lost their homes for a lie!                     
  
Since all these foreign lands 
The U.S. did invade 
Were smothered with a rotten scam, 
Nine eleven’s another charade. 
At least a dozen times prior 
The U.S. plotted war, 
Butchers and bare faced liars 
Always as before.       
A false flag conspiracy, 
An inside job ruse, 
Corporate media complicity 
While brainwashed people snooze. 
U.S. oil wars in perpetuity 
Based on that day of infamy.                       

Reichstag plotter Hermann Goering    
Learned from our history.                            
That corporate bosses scamming war           
Mocks democracy. 
So get prepared for the next big scare.          
Don’t let our taxes be tapped                           
By chasing phantoms and singing anthems     
As criminals clap their trap. (repeat) 
 
Did you see the news today? 
Distorting truth as innocents die. 
Can we believe a thing they say? 
Or just another big fat lie!             
Bearing false witness,            
Thou shalt not kill.          
The hypocrite religious   
They will rot in hell.   
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Cheney’s in the Bunker 
 

 
The song derives directly from Secretary of Transportation Norman Mineta’s 
testimony to the 9/11 Commission and his words are exactly quoted. 
 
Verse: Em D C Em for each line 
 
Cheney’s in the bunker. Now we’re under attack 
Someone seized our jets in a terror hijack…  
They flew into the Towers with a mighty impact 
The Trade Center fell in a total collapse… 
Now Bush is in the classroom for a photo-op show… 
The story of the goat is what he wants “kids” to know  
The day is Nine-Eleven, year Two-Thousand and One. 
Now who the hell’s attacking us, and what’s to be done? 
 
Chorus: 
           G                D                         C                B7 
Do the orders still stand, sir? Do the orders still stand? 
           G                D                        C                 B7                    
Do the orders still stand sir? Do the orders still stand?   
           C                Em 
Do the orders still stand? 
The Transportation Secretary, he testified 
By 9:20 AM he was by Cheney’s side 
Cheney’s in charge in the White House war room 
When did the teleconference start? And it involved whom? 
Mineta said a “young man” asked Cheney in doubt… 
“Do the orders still stand, sir? They’re 50 miles out” 
“They’re 30 miles out, sir…” He reports to command… 
“The plane is 10 miles out, sir… Do the orders still stand?” 
 (chorus) – Instrumental 
 
Cheney’s in the bunker… “Is it real or a drill?” 
They’re flying toward the Pentagon, the White House, the Hill… 
Dubya’s with the children… lookin’ out of the loop… 
The orders all pass secretly within a small group… 
The “young man” returns … He’s askin’ Cheney again! 
“Do the orders still stand, sir?, He questions command…  
Cheney “whipped his neck around, ‘Of course!,’ says he, 
‘Have you heard anything to the contrary?’” (chorus) 
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Was there one order to “stand down”, and one “shoot to kill”? 
At 9:38 the Pentagon was hit with great skill 
The cover for the capitol was sent out to sea! 
That’s where they sent our fighter jets from loyal Langley! 
Incompetence, complicity, conspiracy? 
Every one of those requires a penalty!? 
If Rumsfeld and Myers failed us all on that day? 
Why was one promoted? Why’d the other one stay?  
(chorus) – Instrumental 
 
Cheney’s in the bunker, “now” they’re sayin’ near 10!  
They’re changing all the timelines we were given back then… 
There’s no time “now” to stop the DC attack…  
The Pentagon batteries couldn’t even fight back … 
No “shoot down” order aimed at Flight 93… 
When passengers were on the verge of victory… 
Mineta was omitted from the final report… 
Many other matters they dismiss and distort… (chorus)  
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